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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Best Places to Enjoy Spring in the Keweenaw
by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Daily Bull Dictator Emeritus

Hahaha haha hahaha haaaa…

Just kidding, there are plenty of neat spots to enjoy spring in the Keweenaw.
You just have to know where to look, and be there at the precise moment it
happens. Spring up here lasts between a couple weeks and many months,
depending on how long the mud sticks around and when it starts being
80° outside. With this year’s late winter blasts, I’m expecting the nice spring
weather to last no more than a few hours.
Assuming all the snow eventually melts by mid-May, here’s some of my favorite places to visit. There are a few common themes that I’m going to lay
down right now: there will be bugs, you will not enjoy the bugs, and the
bugs will never relent no matter how much bug spray you apply to yourself.
Now then, the list!
Gratiot Lake Overlook. Here’s a nifty little trail that leads you up part of
Gratiot Mountain, one of the Keweenaw’s highest hills/peaks/whateveryoucallthem. The trail is about a mile round trip on a Michigan Nature Association
sanctuary, which sounds easy but most of it leads you straight up the hill so
it’s not for those without endurance. The top has decent views of Gratiot
Lake that become obscured once the trees are foliated. Be sure to visit before you can’t see anything!
High Rock Bay. Sure, this is a great spot to get to in the summertime or fall,
but have you ever gotten there in the spring? Not many people have I figure,
see Amanda Palmer on back
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What Really Happened to Carol
by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Everyone who has ever entered a chemistry laboratory has
heard the legend of Carol, and her lack of proper eye protection resulting in her blindness. She was made infamous
on posters across the country, nay, internationally (maybe).
Luckily, here at the Daily Bull, we were able to pull a few
strings and actually talk to Carol about the fateful day she was
blinded. This is what she had to say:
Well, it started out like any other lab. I was wearing my lab
coat, long pants, had my hair back and was wearing my
safety glasses. Actually, they were goggles, because there
were lots of super volatile and gross chemicals in use for that
particular experiment. I went about my business, preparing
my solutions, mixing everything as I should, wearing gloves,
the whole nine yards. Then my asshole partner shows up
late, and starts trying to rush to catch up and see what else
needs to be done and ugh he didn’t shower again and
smelled like old cheese curds. Anyways, he starts talking
about why he was late and I just didn’t care.
So the next few minutes were fine. My partner knocked a
beaker off of the counter and didn’t seem to notice. I remember telling him to clean it up and he said it could wait.
So I went and was cleaning up the glass, when he suddenly
yells “ACID FIGHT” and starts chucking flasks and beakers and
whatever else full of acids at everyone, laughing hysterically.
I tried to run, but I tripped over his backpack he was supposed to leave in the hallway. Then, somehow, a nearly full
storage container of acid was thrown at my face and actually
flooded my safety goggles. They melted to my face and not
only did I lose my eyes, I lost half of my face. But somehow,
that stupid person didn’t get in trouble. He said I attacked
him and he acted out of self defense. Then I was made an

The Steaming Pile:

Things you want to find in a treasure chest

Talented writers from the
Hookers and Blow
Lode
Cards Against Humanity
The Lode’s missing
iPhone 7s
budget
A jar of dirt
Batmobile
A beating heart
The kraken
My other kidney
A moderate republican
Hilariously racist old
Professor Mad Eye
people
Moody
Lance Armstrong’s missing
Delubricated condoms
testicle
Carl Blair’s iron
Big booty bitches
Stale cheese
Twerking
RED BULL RED BULL RED
Straight As forever
BULL
Beyonce’s deserved VMA
Pills
(imma let you finish...)
A
lemon
Taylor Swift’s boyfriends
All the single ladies
North Korean nukes
All the single lemons
Golden dildo
A good Michigan Tech
The Higgs-Boson
Confession
40 virgins
A smurf village
Millions of sea men
Half Life 3
20 gallons of rum
More SimCity servers
Glenn Mroz’s golden
Firefly season 2
dubloons
A Whole New World
A new grille
The world is a dangerous place to live; not because of the
people who are evil, but because of the people who don’t
do anything about it.
--Albert Einstein

see Grand Theft Orchestra on back

Productivity is inversely proportional to how much time
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primarily because you’ll need a giant truck to navigate the slush and mud that
smother the “roads” there in the post-winter period. You could probably
hike out there too, though I can think of a few better ways of ruining my day
that don’t require 7 miles of walking in mud puddles.

example of to my fellow classmates, and people across the country. It was
awful, waking up in that hospital, only to find out that I’d never be able to
see again.

Horseshoe Harbor. For those who are a little less adventurous, Horseshoe
Harbor offers some great Lake Superior fun without the arduous journey to
get there. The water is just as cold this time of the year, but the waves will be
crashing if there’s a storm brewin’, so bring a camera and some rain gear to
get those far out of town whitecap moments that aren’t at Breakers.
Prickett Dam. Even though it’s not abandoned or otherwise spectacular,
the water coming out of the discharge channels will be going gangbusters
with all the snowmelt. There’s probably some decent fishing and swimming
around here when the water has a chance to warm up.

The only good thing about all of this is I got an adorable Seeing Eye dog.
That’s about it. Nothing else good has come of this. My fiancé at the time
broke up with me, I had to drop out of school, my whole family was blown
up by the same stupid lab partner, and I’m broke. It sucks. I hate that they use
my face to promote wearing safety glasses and goggles, because if I hadn’t
been wearing mine, I would still be able to see. My life wouldn’t suck. So
screw safety. It’s totally not worth it!
After that final statement, her dog led her right in front of an oncoming bus.
It was quite unfortunate to watch. I think if she had been wearing a hard hat,
she woulda made it out okay.

Lightfoot Bay Coastal Wetlands Preserve. Despite it’s long name, Lightfoot
Bay is a great spot to get away from the hustle and bustle of Houghton. The
Keweenaw Land Trust owns and manages the property, which fronts onto
Huron Bay near Skanee. With spectacular and unobstructed views of Point
Abbaye, this is a relaxing place to watch spring’s fury unfold.
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Words. Find Them.

Chutes & Ladders. Okay okay, it’s not the wilderness or anything, but really,
where else can you see all the harbingers of spring in one place? You’ve got
trees blooming, grass growing, children screaming loudly on swings, and BBQ
grills to truly bring in the warm weather. From here you can also watch as
those brave souls try out water skiing way too early in the season.
Not this Chutes and Ladders.
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